Praying

Around The Globe
SPRING 2020 SNAPSHOT

AFRICA
• West Africa: Thanksgiving that staff are able to continue trauma healing work through the power of the radio.
• Zambia: Pray for ongoing food distributions amidst drought, now underway with COVID-19 precautions in place.
• Mozambique: Thank God that our Cyclone Idai response is continuing, providing seeds and food vouchers to families.
• Locusts plague: Pray for World Renew's response to the locust outbreak, which is wiping out crops and damaging farms,
putting food security and livelihoods of millions at risk.

ASIA
• Bangladesh: Protection for Rohingya refugees from the transmission of COVID-19 who have experienced so much trauma.
• Cambodia: Thanksgiving for health education initiatives and new handwashing stations to prevent coronavirus.
• Laos: Please pray that World Renew’s working agreement with the government will continue despite the outbreak.
• India: Thankfulness that staff are mobilizing churches to respond, preparing hygiene materials to supply to communities.
• Syria and Lebanon: Thank God for hygiene kits and food baskets being provided to displaced Syrian families.

LATIN AMERICA
• Honduras: Thanks to God that staff are mobilizing to identify COVID-19-compliant ways to carry out food security projects.
• Haiti: Pray for the physical safety of Haitian people who face ongoing political protests that are sometimes violent.
• Nicaragua: World Renew is undertaking educational prevention campaigns about COVID-19 for Nicaraguan communities
and coming alongside churches as they process the trauma from the coronavirus.
• Guatemala: Pray for lifting of restrictions in order for farmers to plant and ensure food security for the coming year.

NORTH AMERICA
• Pray for the communities where Disaster Response Services (DRS) was forced to shut down our service; many are still trying
to get back on their feet from a recent natural disaster.
• Thanksgiving that DRS was able to donate hundreds of face masks to Kent County Health in Michigan.
• Pray for the stop of the spread of COVID-19 and our disaster response efforts with the Navajo Nation and Zuni Pueblo.
• Praise God for the grants being offered to North American churches to respond to COVID-19 in their communities.

WORLD
• Pray for poor medical infrastructure in developing countries: for medical supplies to become available, for the virus to slow
its spread, and for protection to communities not yet affected by the outbreak.
• Pray for the new economic realities countries are facing, that people are able to have access to food and shelter.
• Lift up many who are experiencing fear and anxiety with the COVID-19 outbreak.
• Pray for clarity and truth in information that is being communicated and for our world leaders to make wise decisions.
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